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Educational technology, or “ed tech,” has taken over American classrooms as thoroughly as 

Burmese pythons have taken over the Florida Everglades. With the overwhelming invasion of 

laptops, Chromebooks, cloud-based and desktop apps has come a host of new concerns about 

student privacy and just what early exposure to technology does to kids. 

 

Data Collection Is Expanding in Schools 

In public and private schools, ed tech companies are collecting personal data such as kids’ 

names, birth dates, browsing histories, location data, and more, often without the knowledge and 

consent of parents, or even of school administrators, according to a new report from the 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF).  

EFF’s report, “Spying on Students: School-Issued Devices and Student Privacy,” comes from 

online surveys and face-to-face interviews with over 1,000 parents, teachers, school IT 

http://askbobrankin.com/education/
http://askbobrankin.com/privacy/
https://www.eff.org/wp/school-issued-devices-and-student-privacy


managers, and other stakeholders. It reveals a disturbing lack of meaningful privacy protections 

for students, and schools’ resistance to letting students opt out of school-provided ed tech. 

EFF identified 152 different ed tech apps through its surveys. Only 118 had published privacy 

policies. Very few of those privacy policies went into important details such as data retention, 

encryption, de-identification, and aggregation.  

```````````````   

Perhaps most disturbing, ed tech is teaching children as young as five to hand over their personal 

information on demand. It’s not uncommon for a student to have multiple ed tech online 

accounts, each including a “teachable moment” when it requires personal information. 

Google seems to dominate the classrooms of EFF’s survey sample, although ed tech firms 

Pearson and McGraw-Hill are also mentioned by participants. “One-third of all K-12 students in 

U.S. schools use school-issued devices. Google Chromebooks account for about half of those 

machines. Across the U.S., more than 30 million students, teachers, and administrators use 

Google’s G Suite for Education (formerly known as Google Apps for Education), and that 

number is rapidly growing.” 

"You Can Check Out Any Time You Like..." 

Help to spread the word. Even if you have no kids in school, please forward this article to anyone 

you know that has school-age children. As adults, our privacy may be history, but it doesn't have 

to be so for the younger generation starting out with technology. Share a link by email, or post on 

Facebook - thanks! 

In December 2015, EFF filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission concerning 

Google’s G Suite for Education. The main allegation was that Google was tracking students and 

building advertising profiles when they used Google apps that were outside of Google Apps for 

Education (now G Suite). About a year later, Google changed its privacy policy to assure 

everyone that it does not use any data collected on K-12 students to target ads on non-G Suite 

Google properties. But Google still collects data on students and associates it with their G Suite 

accounts, perhaps to target ads within G Suite.  

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2016/10/google-changes-its-tune-when-it-comes-tracking-students


Parents expressed great frustration to EFF surveyors when discussing efforts to get information 

from schools. Several parents said their students were issued devices and signed up for online 

accounts without their knowledge or consent.  

Opting out of ed tech is made difficult deliberately, in many school systems. Exceptions to rules 

are always discouraged in schools, but the hurdles that parents report seem especially absurd. For 

instance, many schools have an “all or nothing” privacy policy that is simple for schools to 

administer, but can result in a child’s picture being dropped from the yearbook if the child’s 

parents opt out of ed tech. 

On the other hand, EFF gives the example of a rural, heavily Amish school district in Indiana. 

“The schools provide students and their parents with a “menu” of options for opting out. In 

addition to FERPA-compliant options for whether or not students’ names and pictures can 

appear in the school directory, yearbook, website, etc., families can separately choose whether or 

not they want their student to use technology in the classroom.” 

Student privacy matters too. Parents should ask probing questions, discussed in Part 3 of EFF’s 

report, to understand what data is collected about their kids and get control of it. What 

technology is being used? Is there a privacy policy available? What data is being collected, how 

is it protected, and is it being used outside the school? If clear answers are not available, contact 

your local PTA, school board, or newspaper. 

We haven't even touched on the issue of how much screen time is too much for younger kids, 

how early access to computers affects learning and cognitive abilities, or the health effects of 

smartphones, tablets and laptops on children. Do a little searching on your own, and let me know 

what you think. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question  to 

“askbobrankin.com”. 

 

Microsoft reduces Patch Tuesday to an 

incomprehensible mess 
There may be some important stuff in here but it's hard to tell 



 
Windows plastered in security updates  

  
 By Chris Merriman in “theinquirer.net”. 

 

MICROSOFT HAS released its first "cumulative Patch Tuesday" in which all updates, whether 

important security ones or minor tweaks, are stuffed together into a big ball of update. 

The reasons for doing this are obvious. 

Actually, noo, they're not. It's a thoroughly stupid idea that means that users have absolutely no 

control over what they're downloading and installing, the larger downloads are more likely to 

fail, if one element is broken the whole lot have to be recalled, and it's generally an almighty step 

backwards in the guise of making life easier. 

Plus of course, we have long enough memories to remember them doing this - adware hidden in 

cumulative updates.  

That said, there are actually four versions of the update. There's one for people who force-

updated to the Creators Update. There's another for those that didn't. There's another for those 

who aren't even on the Creators Update (most people) and still another for Insiders. 

Some users not on the Creators Update have started to get a pre-patch that adds the new and 

much-flaunted privacy settings that will appear when the main update downloads. 

http://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
http://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2468030/microsoft-is-going-to-roll-up-all-your-windows-7-and-81-updates-windows-10-style
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2450452/updategate-microsoft-is-burying-adware-in-its-own-patch-tuesday-updates
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3007959/microsoft-goes-softly-softly-on-windows-10-creators-update-privacy
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3007959/microsoft-goes-softly-softly-on-windows-10-creators-update-privacy


But don't fret! There's a place you can find out what Microsoft is doing to your computer, and it's 

far better than Patch Tuesday summaries. We give you the Security TechCenter for your 

browsing pleasure, a portal of all the patches and why you can't do anything about them anyway. 

Enterprise users have more flexibility and a look through the list shows a mixture of serious 

issues with Hyper-V and a known zero-day fix for Word muddled in with minor bug fixes of no 

consequence. 

Also on the list are the final fixes and patches for Windows Vista, which is now officially an ex-

parrot operating system. 

We could go on of course, but to be honest, it's not our job to do Microsoft's job for it, and if we 

(the tech press) start dissecting this new format, then we're doing exactly that. 

So our advice is to pester Microsoft for a proper list and let's get back to some common sense. µ 

How to Delay or Block Automatic Updates in Windows 10 

Posted by Jake Ludington on May 8, 2016 Ask Jake 

Sometimes Windows 10 forces me to reboot for an update in the middle of a project. Is there a 

way to delay Windows 10 updates or block Windows 10 from updating until I'm ready for the 

software upgrade to happen? 

Microsoft adopted a very different approach to updates in Windows 10, especially for any user 

with the Windows 10 Home edition. Instead of allowing you to choose when updates are 

downloaded and installed, Microsoft will automatically download updates in the background and 

only provide a fairly brief window of time before you are forced to install the update. Sometimes 

this results in needing to stop what you are doing and perform the software update whether it's 

convenient for you or not. 

There is one solution to this, which is to trick Windows 10 into thinking you are on a different 

type of connection than your home WiFi network. By browsing to Settings > Network & Internet 

> Wi-Fi you can change the configuration and Set as a metered connection. This setting 

basically makes Windows 10 think you pay for a limited set of bandwidth every month and 

prevents the operating system from blowing through your data cap without your permission. 

This won't prevent all updates, because Microsoft will still download priority updates 

automatically, but it will give you a greater deal of control over how often you are forced to 

update. 

Upgrade to Windows 10 Professional for More Control 

https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-us/security-guidance
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3008223/another-windows-version-hits-end-of-life-vista-we-hardly-knew-you
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3008223/another-windows-version-hits-end-of-life-vista-we-hardly-knew-you
http://www.jakeludington.com/about.html
http://www.jakeludington.com/ask_jake/


Windows 10 Pro users have more control over upgrades. If you want to define more specifically 

when you perform updates, paying the $99 to upgrade from Windows Home to Windows Pro can 

give you some piece of mind. Once the update is complete, you can use the Group Policy 

console gpedit.msc to define the following options for updates: 

Defer upgrades for the following duration allows you to choose a length of time to delay major 
upgrades for up to eight months. 

 
Defer updates for the following duration allows you to choose a length of time to delay both security 

updates and cumulative updates for a period of up to four weeks. 

Pause upgrades and updates allows you to delay until the next monthly upgrade or update. 

 

Android topples Windows to become 

world's most popular OS 
It's the end of an era, but not all that surprising 

 
Well done Android, have a badge  

From “theinquirer.com” 



HOLY MOLY, Android has overtaken Windows to become the world's most popular operating 

system for the first time ever.  

That's according to StatCounter, which using "aggregated data collected from a sample 

exceeding 15 billion pageviews and more than three million websites" on Monday revealed that 

Google's mobile software topped the worldwide OS market in terms of internet usage with a with 

37.93 per cent share in March.  

These figures, which take into account data from desktop, laptop, tablet and mobile devices, 

shows that Windows-powered devices, meanwhile, accounted for a lesser 37.91 per cent of 

internet usage last month.  

StatCounter says the "milestone" can be credited to plummeting sales of traditional PCs, the 

growing use of smartphones to access the internet and the impact of Asia on the global market, 

but we could have probably told you that. 

Regardless, StatCounter notes that this is a pretty big deal as, just five years ago, Windows 

accounted for 82 per cent of global internet usage, compared to just 2.4 per cent for Android. 

Aodhan Cullen, CEO of StatCounter, said: "This is a milestone in technology history and the end 

of an era. 

"It marks the end of Microsoft's leadership worldwide of the OS market which it has held since 

the 1980s. It also represents a major breakthrough for Android which held just 2.4 per cent of 

global internet usage share only five years ago." 

While Android leads the worldwide OS market, Windows remains more popular in Europe 

where it accounts for 51.7 per cent of internet usage, compared to Android's 21.2 per cent. It's a 

similar story in North America, where Windows claimed 39.5 per cent, followed by iOS on 25.7 

per cent and Android on 21.2 per cent.  

Naturally, in the desktop PC and laptop market, Windows still dominates too, with an 84 per cent 

share of the market.  

Windows 7 remains the most popular version of Microsoft's OS, and new figures from 

Netmarketshare reveal that, despite the firm's best efforts to shove it users throats, Windows 10 

adoption remained stagnant in March with a 25 per cent slice of the pie. µ 

 

Windows 10 Updates You May Actually Like 

Category: Windows-10 from “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

http://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share#monthly-201703-201703-bar
http://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3002448/pc-sales-down-in-2016-and-will-continue-declining-in-2017-say-analysts
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3007661/windows-7-is-gaining-popularity-as-windows-10-flatlines
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3007661/windows-7-is-gaining-popularity-as-windows-10-flatlines
http://askbobrankin.com/windows10/


On April 11, 2017, Microsoft will release the third major update to Windows 10. Some of the 

highlights include an improved Security Center, simplified Privacy Dashboard, enhancements to 

the Edge browser, and some new and improved apps. Here's what you need to know... 
 

What’s New In Windows 10 Creator Update? 

The impending change is called the Creators Update; apparently, that name aims to highlight 

new apps and improvements to old ones that enable more and better visual creations. But there 

are other new features and tweaks of interest in this latest incremental update. 

Perhaps the best news is that this update is incremental; that is, the changes are so minor that 

users are unlikely to be confused and won’t have to climb a steep learning curve again. This is 

one of the benefits of the “operating system as a service” model that Microsoft, Google, and 

Apple now pursue. 

The first major improvement is in the Windows Update process itself. No longer does it 

require downloading a full Windows 10 installation kit; you get only the stuff that has changed. 

This reduces download time by 35%, a big deal for those on metered Internet connections. 

 

The new Windows Defender Security Center provides an overview of your device’s security 

settings and system health, including quick access to functions such as quick-scan, firewall 

options, family settings and more. Users will be able to block installation of sketchy apps that 

don’t come from the Windows store, a useful feature in a home computer shared with others who 

don’t know any better. 

Defender includes a new feature called “Fresh Start” 

for when your Windows 10 installation is hopelessly corrupted. Unlike the Refresh Windows 

option in Settings, Fresh Start does not re-install any bloatware that the maker of your device 

added. It installs just a clean copy of Windows 10. Hmmm, you may want to run Fresh Start the 

moment you start up a new PC! 



Communicating with your 
favorite contacts will be easier with the new MyPeople app, which brings together Mail, 

Skype, Xbox live and even SMS from mobile phones. The Creators Update will create a new 

folder containing icons (pictures when available) of your frequent contacts. When you want to 

share a photo or document with one of them, just drag and drop the item on the contact’s icon. 

You can annotate the item with text notes. A new feature called “Shoulder Taps” lets you 

quickly send a short message to a favorite contact. 

Easier On the Eyes 

The Creators Update includes a new feature called “Night Light” which is easier on the eyes 

and will help you fall asleep faster. People who use computers late at night often have difficulty 

falling asleep. That’s because computer displays emit wavelengths of blue light that trick the 

brain into believing it’s still daytime even at midnight. Night Light is in Settings, and can be 

configured to provide warmer or cooler tints as desired. You can also schedule the times when 

Night Light turns on and off. Yes, Microsoft has partially copied the immensely popular F.lux 

freeware app, but Night Light does not switch on and off automatically at sunset and sunrise. 

F.lux does, and works on Windows 7, 8, 10. It's also available for Mac, Linux, iPhone/iPad, and 

Android devices. 

Windows Paint is getting a complete re-write; the all-new app will be known as Paint 3D. 

Users will be able to create 3D objects using a mouse or a Surface Pen (The latter is available 

only with Surface Pro tablets or Surface Book laptops.) There is an extensive library of 3D 

shapes to help you get started on that kitchen remodeling sketch. All of the familiar Paint 

brushes, erasers, and other drawing tools are in Paint 3D, but it still lacks the layering feature 

found in Photoshop and other advanced image editors. Still, users will be able to do much more 

with Paint 3D. 

Windows 10 “Game Mode” will prioritize CPU and GPU operations to make online and 

offline games flow more smoothly. There’s also a new “Game bar” which can be summoned by 

pressing Windows+G buttons; it enables gamers to grab screenshots, record video and broadcast 

live action online via Microsoft’s Beam service. 

https://justgetflux.com/
https://justgetflux.com/


More App Updates 

Other Windows 10 apps are getting minor updates. Mail, for instance, now includes Focused 

Inbox, which puts mail from important contacts into an inbox and all other mail into a different 

folder.  

A new Privacy 

Dashboard simplifies and centralizes all privacy settings. The Diagnostics setting, which 

controls how much data about your computer activity is sent to Microsoft, has been simplified as 

well. Instead of three confusing options, there are only two. “Full” diagnostics sends browser, 

app, and feature usage, plus inking (pen input) and typing data to Microsoft. The Basic setting 

sends a minimal amount of data about the state of your system. 

Cortana gets several improvements in Creators Update. It can now create reminders based on 

information it finds in your email, i. e., you emailed “Let’s do lunch Thursday” to someone. 

There’s also a “pick up where I left off” feature that reminds you of what apps and documents 

you were working on when you last powered off, and enables one-click restoration of all your 

work at the places where you left off. You can also restore only individual bits of work at a time. 

This feature is available across devices; when you get home, your workplace arrangement is 

available through Cortana. 

The Edge browser is actually getting useful. A new “set tabs aside” feature allows you to save 

all the tabs currently open and start a fresh browsing session. You can return to the previous tabs 

collection with one click. A new Web Payments API lets you pay for things from your Microsoft 

Wallet within Edge. Edge also integrates with Cortana to bring you relevant coupons, song 

lyrics, and other information. Edge will now support 4K streaming, if you have a 4K display. 

Microsoft has finally disabled Adobe Flash content by default, closing one of the biggest security 

holes. Finally, a new Books section stores all of your e-books in a special folder, and Edge 

becomes your e-book reader as well as your Web browser. 

The Creators Update seems to be just enough innovation to be interesting without causing users 

much confusion, if any. Microsoft seems to be hitting its stride with Windows 10 updates. 



SCOTTY SAYS: 

 The Four Stages of Life: 

1. You believe in Santa Claus 

2. You don’t believe in Santa Claus. 

3. You are Santa Claus. 

4. You look like Santa Claus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


